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 A publicly funded investment arm of the CIA has injected millions
 into the security industry, making strategic investments in companies
 that put its development requests to the front of the line, often giving
 the government's needs the highest priority.

 Investments made by Arlington, Va.-based In-Q-Tel have influenced
 almost every area of information security, from identity management
 and data analytics to vulnerability management and malware
 analysis. Former and current In-Q-Tel staff and leaders at six of the
 dozen or so security firms that accepted funding from the firm told
 CRN that the injection of cash helped foster innovative new security
 technologies.

 In-Q-Tel, which was created in 1999 as a nonprofit, has long been
 seen as the investment arm of the CIA. The venture capital firm
 receives more than $50 million in taxpayer funding annually through
 the CIA and other government sources, but also attracts private
 sector funds from venture capital firms to co-invest in the startups it
 finds attractive. In addition to the CIA, In-Q-Tel has broadened its
 scope to support the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, the
 Defense Intelligence Agency and the Department of Homeland
 Security Science and Technology Directorate.

 "We like to call ourselves a public-private partnership," said Peter
 Kuper, a partner at In-Q-Tel, at a recent media dinner showcasing
 two firms that had accepted investments from In-Q-Tel. "We formed
 to break down the barrier between the government and private
 sectors to support the intelligence community with the tools they
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 startups. The list of information security companies also includes
 RedSeal Systems; Reversing Labs; SafeWeb, now part of
 Symantec; Cleversafe; and Oculis.

 In-Q-Tel's investments aren't limited to security, however. The
 company also has made investments in big-data-related companies
 such as Palentir and Cloudera and file-sharing and collaboration
 platforms such as Huddle. In-Q-Tel provided funding to
 biotechnology firms as well.

 Amit Yoran, who served a brief stint as CEO of In-Q-Tel in 2006,
 said the firm is an invaluable way for the CIA to tap into the private
 sector for innovative technologies. Yoran also spent a year as
 director of the Department of Homeland Security's National Cyber
 Security Division, where he helped build out the capabilities of the
 United States Computer Emergency Response Team.

 "Government procurement practices are challenging and In-Q-Tel is
 trying to get over the high walls of the intelligence community, which
 is even more challenging, to help identify startups with technologies
 that would never make their way into the government or the
 intelligence community through the typical procurement practices,"
 Yoran said.

 Yoran has a relatively long history in the security industry, having co-
founded network security company RipTech, which was acquired by
 Symantec in 2002. He was CEO of NetWitness, which was acquired
 in 2011 by RSA, the Security Division of EMC, and is currently senior
 vice president and general manager of the security management and
 compliance business unit at RSA.

 "In-Q-Tel is less about the investment. as the core to its mission is to
 find commercially available capabilities and help them make their
 way into the intelligence community," Yoran said.

 The innovation brought on by the government and, more specifically,
 In-Q-Tel, fosters innovation across the entire security spectrum, said
 Jim Butterworth, a former intelligence official who currently serves as
 chief information security officer of HBGary, which provides incident
 response and malware analysis.

 "They would rather find a commercial entity and throw money at it to
 develop it than have the government create a huge research lab and
 innovate on its own," Butterworth said. "I don't think these guys can
 develop and research like a free market can."

 Butterworth pointed to advances in data analytics and the potential
 for combining threat data with business data for contextual
 awareness as one of the areas being fostered by In-Q-Tel funding
 and other federal sources with seed money. Advances in behavioral
 analysis and malware functionality also are receiving funding.
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